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Zine

Create a small zine that is a narrative / collaboration / collection initiated from your photographs
taken this semester.
The photos can be used as inspiration, imbedded into or simple just a starting point.
The size can be determined by YOU the author - I would suggest easy margin and printing size
Your booklet or zine should be created out of an 8.5 x 11 - can be trimmed.
a minimum of 16 pages - any more pages must be done in lots of 4
There are so many ways to break up the page. Do
some research
double page staple or stitched
letter page origami style folding
accordion
square, rectangle circle, cut holes
eeek have fun this is just a sample!

In Design
organize your folder - links rely on being able to get to your images
create a new document - you define the size - remember:
if you are doing a stapled zine then select x facing pages (1/2 width)
size - must be half the size if you are doing saddle stitch
gutter - area between columns
margins - what area is defined to work in
Bleed - extra image area you need when having an image that floats off the page.

• type tool - make a text frame
type information into the text frame
or place text file - place > choose > open
font, tracking leading, point size, super, sub
remember text wrap

• Importing images
choose selection tool to make sure you are deselecting any other objects on the page
select off desktop
file place > do not cut and place>
it is important to pay attention to the place of the cursor
click - image frame to load the image into a frame
click and drag - the image will go into the created rectangle

Images are linked
Moving images on page - smart guides help us to distribute objects around the page
Content grabber is in the middle of the image frame - looks like a donut.
Double click or move it when the image is selected and that will edit the image in the image
frame.
When you have the object placed in the box look at the properties bar at the top:
size - transform, Text wrap, edges, some small special effects.
This is your final assignment so is due on June 3rd
printed and collated as a zine 3 times
posted on the blog with your roughs and a statement about your ideas and intent.

